
 

 

 

OCOSC CHILD PROTECTION AND SAFEGUARDING POLICY 

OCOSC CHILD PROTECTION POLICY STATEMENT 
OCOSC believes that it is always unacceptable for a child or young person to 
experience abuse of any kind and recognises its responsibility to safeguard all 
children and young people. We aim to promote the welfare of children and young 
people in our care through a commitment to good practice which protects them. 

The purpose of this policy is to provide protection for the children and young people 
who receive OCOSC’s services, including the children of adult members or users and 
to provide staff and volunteers with clear guidance on the procedures they should 
adopt in the event that they suspect a child or young person may be experiencing, or 
be at risk of, harm. 
 
This policy applies to all OCOSC Staff, including senior managers, directors, paid 
staff, volunteers, session workers, agency staff, students or anyone working on behalf 
of OCOSC (together, “OCOSC Staff”). 
 
We will seek to safeguard children and young people by: 
 
• valuing them, listening to and respecting them; 
• adopting child protection guidelines through procedures and a code of conduct for 

staff and volunteers; 
• recruiting staff and volunteers safely, ensuring all necessary checks (including 

Disclosure and Barring Service (“DBS”) disclosure checks are made); 
• sharing information about child protection and good practice with children, parents, 

staff and volunteers; 
• sharing information about concerns with agencies who need to know, and 

involving parents and children appropriately; 
• providing effective management for staff and volunteers through supervision, 

support and training; and 
• regularly reviewing our policies and good practice annually. 
 
Our first priority is the child’s welfare and therefore there may be occasions when our 
concern about a child means that we have to consult other parties / agencies before 
we contact the parent(s) / carer of the child.   
 
The procedures we follow have been laid down by the South West Child Protection 
Procedures: www.swcpp.org.uk and the Bristol Safeguarding Children Board: 
www.bristol.gov.uk/ccm/navigation/health-and-social-care/safeguarding-children/ and 
we have implemented this policy in accordance with HM Government’s Working 
Together to Safeguard Children 2015:   
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/419595/
Working_Together_to_Safeguard_Children.pdf. 
 
If you want to know more about the procedures, please speak to the designated 
person for Child Protection (Sheila Phillips) or visit the websites above. 

 

http://www.swcpp.org.uk/
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/ccm/navigation/health-and-social-care/safeguarding-children/
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/419595/Working_Together_to_Safeguard_Children.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/419595/Working_Together_to_Safeguard_Children.pdf


 

 

CHILD PROTECTION POLICY AND PROCEDURES 

1 CHILD ABUSE 

1.1 What is child abuse? 
An abused child is a boy or girl under the age of 18 who has suffered from or is 
believed to be at significant risk of neglect, physical injury, emotional or sexual abuse.  
Child abuse may be caused by any adult who has a position of trust or authority with 
respect to a child.  These adults may be the parents or carers of the child or any other 
person known to the child or family who may have contact with the child.  A child may 
also be the victim of abuse where the abuser is another child, or a stranger. 

Child abuse may be the result of direct acts towards the child by any of those 
mentioned above, or by the failure of those who have responsibility for the child to 
provide reasonable care, or both. 

1.2 The legal definition of abuse 
The definition of “abuse” was laid down in The Children’s Act 1989 (now the 
Children’s Act 2006) and recognises the following four categories of abuse: 

• Physical Abuse: Actual or likely physical injury to a child, or failure to prevent 
physical injury. 

• Sexual Abuse: Actual or likely sexual exploitation of a child or adolescent. The 
child may be dependent or develop mentally immature.  Sexual abuse also 
includes non-contact activities such as involving children in looking at or in the 
production of sexual images. 

• Emotional Abuse: Severe or persistent emotional ill treatment or rejection likely 
to cause adverse effect on the emotional and behavioural development of a child; 
all abuse involves some emotional ill treatment.  This may involve seeing or 
hearing the ill-treatment of another. Some level of emotional abuse is involved in 
all types of maltreatment of a child, though it may occur alone. 

• Neglect: The persistent and severe neglect of a child, or the failure to protect a 
child from exposure to any kind of danger, resulting in the significant impairment of 
a child’s health or development, including non-organic failure to thrive. 

There are further categories of abuse: 

• Historical abuse: There may be occasions when an adult will disclose (either 
physical or sexual abuse) which occurred in the past, during their childhood.  This 
information needs to be treated in exactly the same way as disclosure or suspicion 
of current child abuse, as it is just as urgent a matter as the other categories 
because the abuser may still represent a risk to children now. 

• Domestic Abuse: Staff may be working with children experiencing violence at 
home.  Staff will need to treat them sensitively, record their concerns and consider 
informing Social Care.  

• Female Genital Mutilation (“FGM”): Female circumcision is illegal in the UK and 
it is an offence to take UK nationals abroad to aid, abet or carry out FGM. OCOSC 
has a statutory responsibility to safeguard children from being abused through 



 

 

FGM. If you are concerned that a girl is at risk of FGM this is a child protection 
issue and must be documented and reported in accordance with this policy. 

Some warning signs that MAY indicate a girl is at risk of FGM include: 

• Parents requesting an extended leave from school on top of school 
holidays. 

• If a girl comes from a country that has high prevalence of FGM. 
• Mother and other siblings have already undergone FGM. 
• Child may indicate that they are going for a special event. 

 
Other indicators that may suggest FGM has already taken place include: 

• The child has changed in behaviour after a prolonged absence from the 
setting. 

• The child has health problems, particularly bladder or menstrual problems. 
• The child has difficulty walking, sitting or standing and may appear to be 

uncomfortable. 
 

The Children’s social care team will liaise with the Paediatric services where it is 
believed that FGM has already taken place to ensure that a medical assessment 
takes place. 

If you are concerned that a girl is as risk of FGM or believe that FGM has already 
taken place, this is a child protection issue and must be documented and reported 
to First Response and/or the police. 

For more information on FGM, see the online South West Child Protection 
Procedures www.swcpp.org.uk or contact the NSPCC or locally BAVA.  

http://www.bava.org.uk/types-of-abuse/female-genital-mutilation/ 

 

• Children vulnerable to Radicalisation – The Prevent Duty: It is essential that 
OCOSC Staff are able to identify children who may be vulnerable to radicalisation, 
and know what to do when they are identified.  OCOSC Staff will be trained to 
recognise possible signs.  In line with our [E-Safety] policy, appropriate controls for 
children accessing digital content will be put in place. 

There is no single way of identifying an individual who is likely to be susceptible to 
a terrorist ideology, as with managing other safeguarding risks, OCOSC Staff 
should be alert to changes in children’s behaviour which could indicate that they 
may be in need of help or protection.  It is important to take action if you observe 
behaviour that causes you concern.   

Any concerns should be referred through First Response or the police in the first 
instance in accordance with Section 4 of this Policy. The concern may be dealt 
with through the safeguarding processes set out in this policy or referred to the 
Channel process.   For more information regarding the Channel process, please 
see Section 4.5 (Support & Advice) of this Policy. 

http://www.swcpp.org.uk/
http://www.bava.org.uk/types-of-abuse/female-genital-mutilation/


 

 

In addition, if you think a child is at risk of extremism you must contact the Counter 
Extremism Group at: counter.extremism@education.gsi.gov.uk or Tel: 020 7340 
7264.  Prevent Team: 0128 647 466 or 101 

See Appendix 5 for further guidance on identifying and recognising the signs of child 
abuse.  

2 HOW TO RECOGNISE CHILD ABUSE 

2.1 Signs of child abuse 
It is impossible to give a comprehensive answer.  Set out below are some of the 
possible signs that a child is being abused: 

• physical injury to a child, which is unexplained and inappropriate for the child’s age 
and stage of development;   

• a slow but definite change in a child’s behaviour, which may cause concern (for 
example, when an outgoing child changes into to a withdrawn, passive 
personality, possibly with regressive toilet habits and / or poor eating);  

• child discloses experience verbally or through play;  
• parents’/carers’ responses and behaviour towards child or staff changes 

considerably, causing concern;  
• a child displays an unreasonable fear of certain people / places; 
• seeming to keep a secret; 
• deterioration in a child’s well-being; 
• children’s comments which give cause for concern e.g. inconsistent explanations 

of bruising, injuries or burns; 
• self-harm; 
• sexually explicit language or play; 
• are upset, withdrawn or angry after using the internet or other devices; 
• children who go missing, particularly on repeat occasions. 

OCOSC Staff are not responsible for diagnosing or investigating child abuse.  
However, we do have a clear responsibility to be aware of, and alert to signs that all is 
not well with a child or young person in our care and to act on this.  Not all concerns 
about children or young people relate to abuse; there may well be other explanations.  
It is important that OCOSC Staff keep an open mind and consider what we know 
about the child and the child’s circumstances.   
 
Staff should be equally vigilant regarding signs relating to disabled children and not 
automatically assume that any of the above relates to their impairment. 
 
See Appendix 5 for further guidance in identifying and recognising the signs of child 
abuse. 
 
3 WHAT TO DO IF YOU SUSPECT / BECOME AWARE OF ABUSE  

3.1 What to do in an emergency 
If you think a child is in immediate danger you should telephone the police on 999.  In 
all other circumstances you need to refer the matter to First Response and follow the 
procedure described below. 

mailto:counter.extremism@education.gsi.gov.uk


 

 

In some instances you may be the first person to recognise child abuse and the child 
may need immediate medical attention. This may need to be your first action.  
Depending on the circumstances you may also need to: 

• telephone for an ambulance (dial 999); 
• ask a doctor to call; 
• ask the parent to take the child to the doctor or to the hospital at once; 
• offer to take the parent and the child to the hospital/surgery/clinic for immediate 

medical attention as appropriate; 
• take the child yourself to hospital/surgery/clinic. 

Remember that the child is the legal responsibility of the parent or carer and that 
person (identified on the relevant OCOSC Registration Form) must be involved in the 
matter as soon as practicable. 

Having taken the necessary emergency action, you must immediately: 

1. report the abuse and action you have taken to the Child Protection Officer (Sheila 
Phillips) or if unavailable, to the deputy designated person (Katrina Curtis).  In 
the absence of either, contact the most senior member of staff on duty at the time 
or the OCOSC Director designated for Child Protection (see section 9 of this 
policy);  

2. if possible, report this information to First Response and OFSTED will need to be 
informed.  First Response will assess your call and pass you onto an appropriate 
agency, this will be Social Care if it is a Child Protection issue; and 

3. record the details of the child abuse using the OCOSC Chid Protection Incident 
Report (see Appendix 7) and any referral to First Response must be followed up in 
writing within 48 hours of making the referral in accordance with section 5 of this 
policy. 

 
See the OCOSC Referral Flowchart: What to do in an Emergency in Appendix 1. 

3.2 What to do if a child / young person discloses abuse 
If a child, young person or a parent / carer discloses abuse to you (i.e. they tell you or 
a member of OCOSC Staff that they are suffering from a form of abuse or have 
inflicted abuse on a child / young person), you should reassure the child and listen 
without interrupting if the child wishes to talk. 

It is important that you DO NOT interrogate the child / young person or push for more 
information and cause the child / young person distress.  It is important to stay calm 
and to be sensitive when handling child protection issues. 

You must: 

1. report the abuse and action you have taken to the Child Protection Officer (Sheila 
Phillips), or if unavailable, to the deputy designated person (Katrina Curtis).  In 
the absence of either, contact the most senior member of staff on duty at the time 
or the OCOSC Director designated for Child Protection (see section 9 of this 
policy); 



 

 

2. report this information to First Response and OFSTED will need to be informed.  
First Response will assess your call and pass you onto an appropriate agency, 
this will be Social Care if it is a Child Protection issue; and 

3. record the details of the child abuse that has been disclosed using the OCOSC 
Chid Protection Disclosure Report (see Appendix 8) and any referral to First 
Response must be followed up in writing within 48 hours of making the referral in 
accordance with section 5 of this policy.  It is imperative that the details of the 
abuse are recorded in the child's own words; 

4. the person to whom the disclosure was made should ensure that the child who 
has disclosed the information is informed about what will happen next, so they can 
be reassured about what to expect. 

See the OCOSC Referral Flowchart: What to do if a child / young person discloses 
abuse in Appendix 2 

3.3 What to do if you suspect specific abuse  
Where no emergency medical treatment is required or disclosure has not been made, 
but a specific incident gives you cause for concern, you must: 

1. report suspected specific abuse to the Child Protection Officer (Sheila Phillips) 
immediately, or if unavailable, to the deputy designated person (Katrina Curtis).  
In the absence of either, contact the most senior member of staff on duty at the 
time or the OCOSC Director designated for Child Protection (see section 9 of this 
policy); 

2. if possible, report this information yourself to an appropriate agency.  First 
Response and OFSTED will need to be informed.  First Response will assess your 
call and pass you onto an appropriate agency, this will be Social Care if it is a 
Child Protection issue; 

3. record the details of the suspected child abuse using the OCOSC Chid Protection 
Incident Report (see Appendix 7) and any referral to First Response must be 
followed up in writing within 48 hours of making the referral in accordance with 
section 5 of this policy. 

 
See the OCOSC Referral Flowchart: What to do if you suspect specific abuse in 
Appendix 3. 

3.4 What to do if you have concerns about non-specific abuse 
Sometimes it is possible to become concerned about a child without any specific 
incident having occurred.  This can be a vital time in alerting relevant people to the 
pre-disposing factors which could lead to child abuse if not identified early enough and 
you must take the following action: 

1. discuss your concerns with the Child Protection Officer (Sheila Phillips), or if 
unavailable, with the deputy designated person (Katrina Curtis).  In the absence 
of either, contact the most senior member of staff on duty at the time or the 
OCOSC Director designated for Child Protection (see section 9 of this policy); 

2. if you are still concerned about the welfare of the child / young person, this 
information must be passed on to the appropriate agency.  It is important to 



 

 

remember that if you report concerns, you are not reporting the parents / carers – 
you are reporting to protect the welfare of the child; 

3. (if required) report your concerns to First Response.  If contacted, First Response 
may pass you to Children’s' Social Care Referral and Assessment Team (“Social 
Care”); 

4. (if referral to First Response is not required) you can contact Social Care and ask 
for a consultation with a Social Worker.  Carefully record your concerns / any 
action taken using the OCOSC Child Protection Incident Report (Appendix 7) in 
accordance with the procedures set out in this policy; 

5. (if referral made to Social Care / any other Agency) record the referral within 48 
hours using the OCOSC Child Protection Incident Report (Appendix 7) in 
accordance with the procedures set out in section 5 of this policy. 
 

If it is decided that a referral is not necessary but you still have concerns, or if you 
need assistance in relation to whether a referral should be made or not, it is possible 
to contact Social Care and ask for a consultation with a Social Worker without naming 
the child concerned.  Should you then be advised to make a full referral, it is important 
that you follow the procedures set out in this policy. 
 
See the OCOSC Referral Flowchart: What to do if you have concerns about non-
specific abuse in Appendix 4. 

3.5    Historical Abuse 
If a child or young person discloses abuse that occurred in the past, this information 
should be treated in the same way as a disclosure of current child abuse and the 
OCOSC procedures in respect of this apply in full. 

Social Care or the relevant Social Worker (as appropriate) will provide advice in 
respect of any further action to be taken. 

4 MAKING A REFERRAL / CONTACTS 

4.1 First Response 
• All referrals to First Response should be made on Tel: 0117 903 6444. (Follow 

up telephone referrals with a written report using the OCOSC Chid Protection 
Incident Report in Appendix 7 within 48 hours). 
 

• Calls to First Response may result in a direct referral to Social Care, a specific 
Social Work Team or to Families in Focus and/or advice and guidance being 
given about services to help families. 

4.2 Social Care 
• If First Response pass you to Social Care they should let you know that they 

are responding to what you have told them. (Follow up telephone referrals with 
a written report using the OCOSC Chid Protection Incident Report in Appendix 
7 within 48 hours).  It is unlikely that you will be told what action has been 
taken unless it has implications for OCOSC.  If you have not heard from the 
Referral and Assessment Team, it may be appropriate to contact them to 
ensure that the details you gave them have been taken into consideration and 
acted upon. 



 

 

 
• Social Care can be contacted on Tel: 0117 9036 500 / 01454 615 165 (Out of 

hours Emergency Duty Team).  You can ask for a consultation with a Social 
Worker.  

4.3 Other Agencies 
• Social Care Out of Hours Emergency Duty Team - 01454 615 165.  

 
• Disabled Children Team (all Bristol) - Tel: 0117 9038250. 

 
• Email (all Bristol): childprotection@bristol.gov.uk. 

 
• Police:  Non emergency – Tel: 101  Emergency – Tel: 999. 

4.4 For Staff Allegations 
• Local Area Designated Officer - Tel: 0117 903 7795 or 07795 091020. 
• Registered providers must inform OFSTED of any allegations of serious harm 

or abuse as soon as reasonably practicable, but at the latest within 14 days of 
the allegations being made. 

• Ofsted Compliance and Investigation Team (for reporting any Child Protection 
concerns) - Tel: 0300 123 1231. 

4.5 Support and Advice 
• South West Child Protection Procedures (online guidance): 

www.swcpp.org.uk. 
 

• Bristol Against Violence and Abuse (BAVA) – bava@bristol.gov.uk  
 

• Channel info: channelsw@avonandsomerset.pnn.police.uk  
 
• Childline -Tel: 0800 1111 (open 24 hours). 

 
• National Association for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) - Tel: 

0800 800 500. 
 

• NSPCC FGM helpline - Tel: 0800 028 3550 or email 
fgmhelp@nspcc.org.uk. 

 
• Bristol Safeguarding Children Board (training) - Tel: 0117 3532505. 

 
• OFSTED - Tel: 0845 640 4040. 

 
• OCOSC Emergency Mob - Tel: 07747 650611. 

 
• Bristol Local Safeguard Children’s Board - Tel: 0117 3532 505. 

 
• Early Years - Tel: 0117 9037 993. 

 
• NSPCC Asian Child Protection helpline - Tel: 0800 096 7719. 

 
 

mailto:childprotection@bristol.gov.uk
http://www.swcpp.org.uk/
mailto:bava@bristol.gov.uk
mailto:channelsw@avonandsomerset.pnn.police.uk
mailto:fgmhelp@nspcc.org.uk


 

 

Where the referral focuses on disability issues, the Disabled Children Duty Social 
Worker should be contacted. 

Out of hours referrals should be made to the Emergency Duty Team on the number 
above. 

If the child is placed for adoption, all enquiries or new information should be directed 
to the child's allocated Social Worker and, in their absence, if the matter is urgent, to 
the Duty Social Worker for their team.  The procedure for managing allegations 
against foster carers applies in full. 

If the child is on a Supported Day Care Placement (the details of which will be 
recorded on the child’s OCOSC Registration Form) it is important that you notify the 
Supported Day Care Placement Officer of the details of the referral made to First 
Response / other relevant agency and keep the Placement Officer up-to-date with any 
developments.  

5 RECORDING REFERRALS / ACTION 

5.1 Procedure  
You must carefully note the details of any disclosure in writing using the designated 
OCOSC Disclosure Report (see Appendix 8).  It is important that you record as 
accurately as possible any words used by the child and or relevant person making 
the disclosure rather than interpreting what the child has said - try to avoid making 
assumptions and keep all records factual. 

Following a referral, you (or the Child Protection Officer where more appropriate) must 
follow up your telephone call with a written report (using the designated OCOSC Child 
Protection Incident Report – see Appendix 7) within 48 hours of making a referral; the 
report should be stored in accordance with OCOSC practice set out in section 11 of 
this policy below. 

If the child is on a Supported Day Care Placement (the details of which will be 
recorded on the child’s OCOSC Registration Form) it may also be necessary (if 
requested) to provide the child’s Supported Day Care Placement Officer with a copy 
of the written report. 

It is important to follow-up any referral made if you do not hear anything after 3 
days from the date you made the referral. 

5.2 If no referral is required 
If it is decided that it is not appropriate to make a referral it is important to monitor the 
child’s behaviour closely and to carefully record your concerns using the designated 
OCOSC Incident Form (see Appendix 7).  Your records should cover these basic 
facts: 

• what you saw: when and where (this includes the position of any bruises or marks 
that you have seen on the child, trying to indicate the size, colour and shape); 

• what you said: when, where and who to; 
• what was said to you: when, where and who by; 



 

 

• what you thought and why you thought it; 
• what you did; and 
• any other relevant information. 

Find out (if possible) if there have been any previous concerns within the play-setting.  
It is important to compile an up-to-date case record of important events (a chronology) 
and also to monitor (and record if appropriate) the child’s behavior for as long as 
necessary. 

It is important to compile an up-to-date case record and to monitor (and record if 
appropriate) the child's behaviour for as long as necessary. 

6 GOOD PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES 
No less than two members of OCOSC Staff should ever be alone in OCOSC premises 
or left with a child.   

Children will be encouraged to develop a sense of autonomy and independence 
through adult support in making choices and in finding names for their own feelings 
and acceptable ways to express them.  This will enable children to have the self-
confidence and the vocabulary to resists inappropriate approaches. 

It is good practice to seek an explanation from the parent(s)/carer and inform them of 
any referral to another agency you need to make, unless you consider that to do so 
would put the child or others at risk. 

OCOSC Staff will take action in line with the following guidance and procedures: 

 ‘What to do if you’re worried a child is being abused’, issued by the Government in 
2006. 

 ‘Working together to safeguard children’ issued by the Government in 2006. 
 ‘Framework for the assessment of children in need & their families’ published by 

the Government in 2006. 
 ‘The Child Protection procedures for Independent Day Care Providers’ issued by 

Social Care. 
 The South West Safeguarding and Child Protection Group Child Protection 

Procedures. 
 ‘Disabled Children and Child Protection’ issued by Bristol ACPC (Bristol ACPC 

Practice Guidance No. 4). 
 Safeguarding Disabled Children Practice Guidance issued by the Department for 

Children, Schools and Families. 
 The local guidance issued by the Bristol Safeguarding Children Board. 

 DfE document ‘Keeping children safe in education: childcare disqualification 
requirements – supplementary advice’. 

Where there are concerns about the welfare of a disabled child, they should be acted 
on in accordance with this policy in the same way as with any other child: 
www.everychildmatters.gov.uk/safeguarding. 

http://www.everychildmatters.gov.uk/safeguarding


 

 

7 WHAT TO DO IF ALLEGATIONS ARE MADE AGAINST OCOSC STAFF OR IF 
CHILD ABUSE IS SUSPECTED OF AN OCOSC STAFF MEMBER / PERSONS 
DESIGNATED FOR CHILD PROTECTION 

 
7.1 Allegations against OCOSC Staff members 
 
There is no guaranteed way to identify a person who will harm children. However, 
there are possible warning signs. These might include: 

• paying an excessive amount of attention to a child or groups of children, providing 
presents, money or having favourites; 

• seeking out vulnerable children, e.g. disabled children; 
• trying to spend time alone with a particular child or group of children on a regular 

basis; 
• making inappropriate sexual comments; 
• making inappropriate sexual images; 
• being vague about where they have worked or when they have been employed; 
• encouraging secretiveness.  
 
There may be other sources of concern – this is not a conclusive list. If you are 
concerned about another OCOSC Staff member, you need to inform the OCOSC 
Child Protection Officer. 

If it appears that a member of OCOSC Staff has: 

• behaved in a way that has harmed a child, or may have harmed a child; and/or 
• possibly committed a criminal offence against or related to a child; and/or  
• behaved in an inappropriate way towards a child which may indicate that he or she 

is unsuitable to work with children, 

you must :  

1. record your concerns (using the designated OCOSC Child Protection Incident 
Report – see Appendix 7) and report them to the Child Protection Officer (Sheila 
Phillips). The Child Protection Officer should take steps to ensure that during the 
remainder of the working day that the person concerned is not left in sole charge 
of the children or any child; and 

2. at the earliest opportunity, contact the OCOSC Director responsible for child 
protection. The OCOSC Director will contact the Local Authority Designated 
Officer ("LADO") within the Early Years to ask for advice.                                                                                                                                      

OFSTED will be informed of any allegations of abuse against a member of staff, 
Director, volunteer etc., or any abuse that is alleged to have taken place on the 
premises or during a visit or outing. While support will be offered to the person 
involved, the staff and Directors will ensure that the agencies concerned are given all 
assistance in pursuing any investigation. The OCOSC disciplinary procedures may be 
implemented. 

 



 

 

OCOSC  must adhere to the OCOSC Staff Code of Conduct at all times. 

7.2 Allegations against any persons designated for child protection 

If it appears that any persons designated for child protection has: 
 
• behaved in a way that has harmed a child, or may have harmed a child; or 
• possibly committed a criminal offence against or related to a child; or 
• behaved in an inappropriate way towards a child which may indicate that he or she 

is unsuitable to work with children, 
 
you should: 

contact any of the other OCOSC Directors directly by calling the OCOSC 
Emergency Number: 07747 650611.  Once reported, the OCOSC Director 
responsible for child protection (or other OCOSC Director as required depending 
on the circumstances) will follow the procedures as set out in this policy. 

7.3 Social Services / The Police 
Social Care and/or the Police (as appropriate) will be immediately informed should an 
accusation be made against any of the above persons and the OCOSC disciplinary 
procedure will be followed.  

Relevant evidence and information will be given if required by Social Care. Proven 
allegations may be deemed as gross professional misconduct and in line with 
OCOSC’s disciplinary procedures could lead to immediate termination of employment. 

8 USE OF MOBILE PHONES, CAMERAS AND RECORDING DEVICES 
OCOSC is aware of the risks associated with the use of mobile phones and cameras 
in settings. The use of personal mobile phones, cameras and recording devices by 
OCOSC Staff whilst on duty or whilst on OCOSC premises is strictly prohibited in 
accordance with the OCOSC Use of Mobile Phones, Cameras and Recoding Devices 
Policy.  Any breach of this policy may lead to disciplinary action being taken, including 
immediate termination of employment. 

OCOSC provide key staff members with company mobile phones to use whilst on 
outings with the children that do have camera facilities on them.  OCOSC also 
provides staff with cameras for taking photos of children as necessary to document 
their child's play and learning.  No photographs of children attending OCOSC 
childcare settings will be taken on the company mobile phones or cameras without the 
prior written permission of the parents of the child or children and thereafter, 
permission from the OCOSC Manager.  

9 DESIGNATED PERSONS FOR CHILD PROTECTION 

Director responsible for child protection:  Graham Thompson 
Child Protection Officer:    Sheila Phillips (OCOSC Manager)  

Deputy Child Protection Officer:  Katrina Curtis (Deputy Manager) 



 

 

You can contact any of the OCOSC Directors by contacting the OCOSC Emergency 
Mobile Number: 07747 650 611. 

10 RECORD KEEPING AND CONFIDENTIALITY 

Any member of staff or volunteer receiving a disclosure of abuse, or noticing possible 
abuse, must make an accurate record as soon as possible noting what was said or 
seen, putting the event into context, and giving  the date, time and location.  All 
records must be dated and signed. 

All hand-written records will be retained, even if they are subsequently typed up in a 
more formal report. 

Written records of concerns about children should be kept, even where there is no 
need to make a referral immediately. 

All records relating to child protection concerns will be kept in a secure place (locked 
cabinet, separate from OCOSC records) and will remain confidential. 

Confidentiality must be maintained and information relating to individual children and 
young people/families shared with staff on a strictly need to know basis. 

Parents / carers must submit a written request to access a child’s / young person’s 
file.  

11 RECRUITMENT 

This policy is supported by the OCOSC Equal Opportunities and Diversity Policy and 
the OCOSC Recruitment Policy.   All offers of employment will be conditional upon all 
pre-employment checks having been satisfactorily completed, i.e.: 
• the receipt of at least two satisfactory references; 
• verification of the candidate’s identity; 
• check with the Independent Safeguarding Authority (ISA) for those barred from 

working in regulated activity’ (go to www.isa-gov.org for more information); 
• a satisfactory DBS disclosure check on joining, to be renewed every 3 years; 
• declaration that the candidate has no convictions / cautions incurred since the 

DBS disclosure which may affect their suitability to work with children; 
• all people connected with OCOSC must declare their disqualification status and 

that of other persons living in their household; 
• verification of medical fitness, if appropriate; 
• verification of qualifications; 
• verification of professional status, where applicable e.g. registration with 

professional body; 
• verification of successful completion of statutory induction or probationary period, 

where applicable; 
• for overseas candidates; that they are legally able to work in UK. 

Where concerning information emerges from any of these checks, such as (i) the 
DBS disclosure or barring checks show that s/he is barred from working with 
children; (ii) the candidate has provided false information; (iii) the candidate’s 

http://www.isa-gov.org/


 

 

disqualification status or that of somebody in their household is not satisfactory; 
and/or (iv) that there are serious concerns about the candidate’s suitability to work 
with children, an appointment will not be made.  Any such concerning information 
should be acted upon by seeking advice from the relevant local or national 
employment body and/or Ofsted as appropriate.  Where false information is 
provided, this may need to be reported to the Police.  Where there is evidence of an 
allegation having been made but not dealt with in accordance with statutory 
allegations management procedure, advice should be sought from the Local 
Authority Designated Officer (“LADO”) for allegations management. 

Failure to follow up on such concerns may well result in the person concerned 
seeking employment with children elsewhere, where it is perceived that less rigorous 
recruitment practice is applied. 

The selection and interview procedure of OCOSC will be adhered to.  This will 
include an interview, a full check of a candidate’s employment history, qualifications 
and identity checks. 

OCOSC is required to meet all of its responsibilities under the Safeguarding 
Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 which includes a duty to make a referral to the DBS 
where a member of OCOSC Staff is dismissed (or would have been had the person 
not left the setting first) because they have harmed a child or put a child at risk of 
harm.  

12 PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT 

The OCOSC is committed to helping parents/carers understand its responsibility for 
the welfare of all children and young people. 

Parents/carers will be given information about our Child Protection Policy and 
Procedures. 

Where possible, concerns should be discussed with parents/carers and the 
designated person should seek agreement to making a referral, unless to do so would 
place the child/young person at increased risk of significant harm. 

13 TRAINING 

OCOSC Staff will be given child protection briefing as part of their induction.  

In accordance with EYFS requirements, OCOSC’s will aim to ensure that all staff are 
given child protection training to level 2 and the Child Protection Officer and his or her 
deputy are trained to level 3 standard. 

The Child Protection Officer and his or her deputy will receive appropriate training and 
attend an inter-agency child protection course every 2 years.  

All other staff and volunteers will receive appropriate training on a regular basis, at 
least every 3 years.  There will be an annual update for all staff to keep practices 
updated, run by senior members of the OCOSC team.   



 

 

14 RESPONSIBILITY FOR CARING FOR CHILDREN ON THE CHILD 
PROTECTION REGISTER / SUPPORTED DAY CARE SCHEME 

 
OCOSC Staff will be aware of any children who are on the Child Protection Register / 
placed with the OCOSC under a Support Day Care Scheme and will be extra vigilant.  
If a child on the Child Protection Register or Support Day Care Placement does not 
arrive at any of the OCOSC schemes, a senior member of staff will notify their Social 
Worker or relevant Placement Officer immediately to seek advice. 

The OCOSC recognises that prompt action needs to be taken in all instances in which 
child abuse has been discovered or is strongly suspected.  Delay can be dangerous.  
Speedy action can bring about rapid protection for the child. 

15 THE ROLE OF THE DIRECTORS 

The Child Protection Officer and/or deputy (as appropriate) should provide an annual 
report for the Directors on: 

1. changes to this policy or the procedures;  
2. training undertaken by the designated person, other staff, volunteers and 

directors;  
3. the number of child protection incidents/cases (without detail or name); and  
4. the place of Child Protection issues in planning. 

16 OTHER MEASURES 

The work of OCOSC is always planned in ways that minimise the risks to children e.g. 
physical layout and surroundings, clear roles for everyone, supervising people 
involved with OCOSC.   Concerns about children’s welfare will always be taken very 
seriously. 

17 COLLECTION OF CHILDREN 

OCOSC Staff will remain in the relevant OCOSC premises with a child if he/she is not 
collected at the end of the session at 6 p.m. After phone calls to parents/carers, staff 
will then phone emergency numbers.  If the child/ren have still not been collected by 7 
p.m., Social Care will be contacted. 

18 FURTHER INFORMATION 
Working Together to Safeguard Children 2015: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/419595/
Working_Together_to_Safeguard_Children.pdf. 

 
Guidance for safer working practice for those working with children and young 
people in education settings: 
http://www.saferrecruitmentconsortium.org/GSWP%20Oct%202015.pdf. 

 
Sharing information on children. A guide for people working with children, 
young people and their families (2007): 
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/council_and_democracy/data_p
rotection_and_foi/Sharing%20information%20on%20children%20guide.pdf. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/419595/Working_Together_to_Safeguard_Children.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/419595/Working_Together_to_Safeguard_Children.pdf
http://www.saferrecruitmentconsortium.org/GSWP%20Oct%202015.pdf
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/council_and_democracy/data_protection_and_foi/Sharing%20information%20on%20children%20guide.pdf
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/council_and_democracy/data_protection_and_foi/Sharing%20information%20on%20children%20guide.pdf


 

 

 
Prevent Duty Guidance for England and Wales: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/439598/
prevent-duty-departmental-advice-v6.pdf. 

 
EYFS Safeguarding and Welfare Requirements – Child Protection. 
 

19 REVIEW 

This policy will be reviewed on an annual basis, and updated where appropriate. 

 

Children’s safety and wellbeing is a core value of OCOSC. 

 

 

 

 
Signed for and on behalf of 
OCOSC: 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Name of signatory (capitals): ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Reviewed on: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Next review due: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/439598/prevent-duty-departmental-advice-v6.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/439598/prevent-duty-departmental-advice-v6.pdf


 

 

APPENDIX 1 

(i) WHAT TO DO IN AN EMERGENCY 

Referral by First Response to Social Care / relevant agency and 
next steps / action to be agreed 

 

If the child needs immediate medical attention, you may need to: 

 call an ambulance (dial 999); 
 call a doctor/ask a doctor to visit; 
 ask the child’s a parent/carer to take the child to hospital/a doctor at once; 
 offer to/take the child to a hospital/a doctor yourself 
NB. You must contact/involve the child’s parent/carer as soon as practicable (where 

appropriate)  

        

Feedback to 
referrer on next  
course of action 

First Response will make a direct referral to Social Care, a 
specific Social Work Team or to Families in Focus and/or give 
advice and guidance about services to help families 
 

You (or the Child Protection Officer as directed) must make 
immediate contact with First Response on: 0117 903 6444, 
following up in writing within 48 hours 

It may be necessary to meet with relevant agencies (as 
appropriate) to agree a plan for ensuring the child’s future safety 
and welfare. You must record all decisions 

You must report the abuse to the Child Protection Officer 

You have made a decision that emergency 
action may be necessary to safeguard a child 



 

 

 

APPENDIX 2 
WHAT TO DO IF A CHILD / YOUNG PERSON DISCLOSES ABUSE 

•  
 

 

A child / young person has disclosed abuse to you 

Refer to First Response: T: 0117 903 6444, following up with a 
written report within 48 hours 

NB.  If the child has a social worker the disclosure should also 
be referred to him / her.  It may also be necessary to inform 
the child’s supported day care placement officer (if applicable) 

First Response may make a direct referral to 
Social Care, a specific Social Work Team or to 
Families in Focus and/or give advice and guidance 
about the services to help families 
 

Follow up action as 
required 

No further involvement at this 
stage, although other action 
may be necessary e.g. onward 
referral 

You must record the disclosure (OCOSC Disclosure Form) and 
report the disclosed abuse to the Child Protection Officer  

Feedback to referrer on next 
course of action 

Referral by First Response to 
Social Care / relevant agency 



 

 

 

APPENDIX 3 

WHAT TO DO IF YOU SUSPECT SPECIFIC ADVICE 
 
 

 

 

You have concerns about a child’s welfare 

Refer to First Response: T: 0117 903 6444, following 
up with a written report within 48 hours 

NB.  If the child has a social worker the suspected 
abuse should be referred to him / her.  It may also 
be necessary to inform the child’s supported day 
care placement officer (if applicable) 

 

 

No further child protection action, 
although you may need to act to 

ensure services are provided 

First Response may make a direct referral to 
Social Care, a specific Social Work Team or to 
Families in Focus and/or give advice and 
guidance about the services to help families 

 

Follow up action as 
required 

No further involvement at this stage, 
although other action may be necessary, 

e.g. onward referral 

Record concerns and monitor 
child’s behaviour 

You must report the suspected specific abuse to the Child Protection Officer (issues may 
be discussed with other agencies / OCOSC Directors as appropriate) and record your 

concerns (OCOSC Child Protection Incident Form) 

You still have concerns You no longer have concerns 

Feedback to referrer on next 
course of action 

Referral by First Response to 
Social Care / relevant agency 



 

 

 

APPENDIX 4 

WHAT TO DO IF YOU HAVE CONCERNS ABOUT NON-SPECIFIC ABUSE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

You have concerns about a child’s welfare 

You still have concerns You no longer have concerns 

Contact Social Care and 
ask for a consultation 
with a social worker 

without naming child 
and / or contact other 

relevant agency 

No further child protection action, 
although you may need to act to 

ensure services are provided 

Follow up action as required 

 

No further involvement at this stage, 
although other action may be necessary, 

e.g. onward referral 

First Response may make a direct referral to Social Care, a 
specific Social Work Team or to Families in Focus and/or give 
advice and guidance about services to help families 
 

Refer to First Response: 
T: 0117 903 6444, 

following up with a 
written report within 48 

hours 

Referral by First Response to Social Care / relevant agency 

 

You must record and discuss your concerns (OCOSC Child Protection Incident Form) and report your concerns 
to the Child Protection Officer (your concerns may be discussed with other agencies / OCOSC Directors as 

appropriate) 

Record concerns and monitor child’s 
behaviour 

 

Feedback to referrer on next course 
of action 
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APPENDIX 5 

Guidance on possible signs of child abuse issued by Social Care / Early Years  

The following guidance has to be read with caution.  A single mark or injury may, or may not, 
be significant.  It may represent abuse or it may be quite accidental. All individual items 
highlighted in this section therefore need to be viewed in the context of your knowledge of 
the child and his or her parents. 

Physical Injury - external 

• Bruising and scratch marks 

When bruising is observed it should be considered in the context of the age and 
developmental level of the child.  Bruises on the shins and other bony parts of a young 
active child are very common but any bruising in a small non-mobile infant is suspicious 
and potentially dangerous. 

• Head and facial bruising and bruised eyes 

Any facial bruising or abrasion in young babies should be treated with suspicion. There may 
be punch marks with or without associated scratch marks around the mouth, cheeks or chin, 
or bruising around the side of the head, forehead or ears.  Facial bruising and bruised eyes 
are uncommon even in active toddlers and young children. 

• Limb and trunk bruising 

Accidental bruising is usually confined to the shins and outer sides of thighs and arms. Non-
accidental bruising may show characteristic patterns such as fingertip grip marks in groups 
on the upper arms, on the thighs or legs of infants, around the trunk or on the shoulders or 
neck. There may be several sets of fingers marks.  The abused child often has many 
unexplained bruises of the body or limbs.  Any scratch marks on the inner thighs, inner part 
of the arms, or other well protected parts of the body should be viewed with suspicion. 

• Bruises from beating with sticks or belts 

Any bruise which has straight edges or an unusual well-defined shape should be carefully 
noted.  They are usually seen on the buttocks, back or lower legs and may be raised into 
weals. 

• Bites 

Human bite marks may show a clear outline of two sets of teeth or may appear as a circular 
bruise. Advice is needed to distinguish an adult bite from the more common bite inflicted by 
another child. 

• Burns and Scalds 

Many scalds in young children are caused by accident but in every case explanations need 
to be carefully considered. 

Typical of non-accidental injuries are: 
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o unusual distribution which does not fit the explanation; 
o scalds to the buttocks caused by dunking in hot water; 
o cigarette burns on limbs, trunk or face burns to buttocks and limbs caused by; 

holding the child on a hot object, e.g. stove or radiator, often as punishment for 
wetting or soiling. 

 
• Bone and Joint Injuries 

Any fracture or joint injury in a young baby should be brought to the attention of a doctor 
immediately. 

Fractures may go unnoticed in a baby or small child. The injury may not be obvious but 
should be suspected if the baby is reluctant to move the limb, cries when handled, or when 
there is a swelling around a limb or joint. Fractures heal quickly in young children but the 
swelling may remain for several weeks. 

• Skull fractures 

A skull fracture should always be suspected if there is bruising to the head of a young baby. 
A doctor should see the child quickly.  Unusual drowsiness, fits or vomiting may indicate 
intracranial damage. 

• Rib fractures  

These are often overlooked and only come to light when a skeletal survey is undertaken. 

• Limb fractures  

The affected limb is painful and the child will be reluctant to use it. She/he will cry when 
being handled for bathing or dressing. There may be no outward signs of injury at first; later 
a swelling may be apparent. The injury may be a fractured bone or a "pull" injury of the 
elbow or shoulder.  Finger joint injuries may show tapering swellings. 

Physical Injury - internal 

• Intracranial haemorrhage  

Serious damage may be caused to a baby by shaking injuries. There may be no external 
evidence of injury but fingertip bruising may be seen on the chest, shoulders and upper 
arms. The injured child may be drowsy and may vomit or have convulsions. 

• Abdomen or chest  

Violent shaking or poking injuries can cause haemorrhage or rupture of internal organs 
There may be little evidence of external injury but the child may appear shocked with pallor, 
sweating and a weak pulse. 

• Poisoning 

Poisoning of children by their parents or carer is unusual but sometimes parents or carers do 
give their children tablets, medicine or tranquillisers.  If poisoning occurs it may give rise to 
puzzling, often recurrent, episodes of illness. 
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• Physical and nutritional neglect 

Failure to grow properly may indicate serious neglect.  The child may be generally 
undersized or of average height but seriously underweight.   Health visitor advice should be 
sought. 

Emotional Abuse 

Children may exhibit difficult and disturbed behaviour which may be evidence of emotional 
abuse. 

Parental behaviour can interfere with the self-esteem and movements towards competence 
which are part of the child's growth.  These behaviours include over-protection and 
exploitation by the parents for their own emotional needs. Alternatively parents may be so 
overwhelmed by their own difficulties that they are unable to give of themselves in order to 
meet their children's essential needs. 

Emotionally abused children may be neglected or rejected. The emotionally neglected child 
may be enuretic and present with poor basic hygiene. They may crave adult attention and 
affection inappropriately, may persistently seek physical contact and compensatory eating 
may be a feature. Such children may also have great difficulty in developing relationships 
with their peers, may be destructive and aggressive, and have poor concentration and 
learning skills. Global developmental delay and ‘failure to thrive’ are often associated with 
neglect and emotional abuse. 

Emotional abuse may involve seeing or hearing the ill treatment of another. 

Sexual Abuse 

In recent years there has been an increasing recognition that children may be sexually 
exploited by adults, and even by other children. 

Boys and girls of all ages, from infancy to adolescence, may be abused and the abuse may 
carry on for several years before it comes to light. 

A child's statement that she/he has been sexually abused should be taken seriously. 

Your suspicions about sexual abuse may be awakened by one or more of the following 
factors:  

o bruises or bleeding in the genital or rectal areas 
o underclothing stained or bloody 
o the child may have difficulty in walking or sitting 
o knowledge of sexual matters far in excess of chronological age, evidenced in 

play, words or drawings; 
o the child may hint at family secrets 
o sudden changes in mood or behaviour; 
o regression in behaviour 
o recurrence of bedwetting - day or night 
o soiling/smearing may occur 
o marked lack of trust in adults 
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APPENDIX 6 
OCOSC Child Protection Code of Conduct 

You must: 

 treat all children and young people with respect 
 provide an example of good conduct you wish others to follow 
 ensure that, whenever possible, there is more than one adult present during activities 

which children and young people or at least that you are within sight or hearing of 
others 

 ensure that, whenever possible,  you work with a minimum of two children 
 respect a young person’s right to personal privacy 
 encourage young people and adults to be comfortable and caring enough to point out 

attitudes or behaviour they do not like 
 remember that someone else might misinterpret your actions, no matter how well- 

intentioned 
 recognise that special caution is required when you are discussing sensitive issues 

with children or young people. 
 operate within OCOSC’s principles and guidance and any specific procedures 
 challenge unacceptable behaviour and report all allegations/suspicions of abuse 
 ask for identification in the event that you are not familiar with person(s) wanting to 

enter OCOSC premises 
 give guidance and support to inexperienced helpers 

  

You must not: 

 have inappropriate physical or verbal contact with children or young people 
 allow yourself to be drawn into inappropriate attention-seeking behaviour/ make 

suggestive or derogatory remarks or gestures in front of children or young people 
 jump to conclusions about others without checking facts 
 either exaggerate or trivialise child abuse issues 
 show favouritism to any individual 
 rely on your good name/reputation, or that of OCOSC, to protect you 
 take a chance when common sense, policy or practice suggests another more 

prudent approach 
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APPENDIX 7 

OCOSC CHILD PROTECTION INCIDENT RECORD 
DETAILS OF CHILD 

 

NAME:  

 

ADDRESS:  

 

 

AGE OF CHILD:  

 

D.O.B. OF CHILD:  

 

NAME OF PARENT(S) / 
GUARDIAN 

 

 

REPORT OF INCIDENT 

 

NAME OF PERSON 
REPORTING INCIDENT: 

 

DATE OF INCIDENT:  

 

TIME OF INCIDENT:  

 

PLACE OF INCIDENT:  

 

ANY OTHER PERSONS 
INVOLVED / WITNESSES: 
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EXACT OBSERVATION / INCIDENT: 

 

 

 

 

 

EXACT POSITION OF INJURIES (IF ANY): 

 

 

 

 

EXACT DETAILS OF DISCLOSURE BY CHILD (IF ANY): 

 

 

 

DETAILS OF DISCUSSION WITH PARENT(S)/GUARDIAN (IF APPLICABLE): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DETAILS OF ACTION TAKEN / REFERRALS MADE: 
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ANY OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: Please insert "N/A" to extent any parts of the form do not apply. 
 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON REPORTING INCIDENT: 

Signed by: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Name of signatory: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Date: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Time: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

SIGNATURE OF OCOSC MANAGER / PERSON DESIGNATED FOR CHILD 
PROTECTION: 

Signed for and on 
behalf of OCOSC: 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Name of signatory: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Date: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Time: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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APPENDIX 8 

OCOSC CHILD PROTECTION DISCLOSURE RECORD 
 

DETAILS OF CHILD 

 

NAME:  

 

ADDRESS:  

 

 

AGE OF CHILD:  

 

D.O.B. OF CHILD:  

 

NAME OF PARENT(S) / 
GUARDIAN 

 

 

REPORT OF DISCLOSURE 

 

NAME OF PERSON 
REPORTING DISCLOSURE: 

 

DATE OF DISCLOSURE:  

 

TIME OF DISCLOSURE:  

 

PLACE OF DISCLOSURE:  

 

ANY OTHER PERSONS 
INVOLVED / WITNESSES: 
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EXACT DETAILS OF DISCLOSURE (IN CHILD'S OWN WORDS): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXACT POSITION OF INJURIES (IF ANY): 

 

 

 

 

DETAILS OF DISCUSSION WITH PARENT(S)/GUARDIAN (IF APPLICABLE): 

 

 

 

 

 

DETAILS OF ACTION TAKEN / REFERRALS MADE: 
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ANY OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: Please insert "N/A" to extent any parts of the form do not apply. 
 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON REPORTING DISCLOSURE: 

Signed by: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Name of signatory: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Date: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Time: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

SIGNATURE OF OCOSC MANAGER / PERSON DESIGNATED FOR CHILD 
PROTECTION: 

Signed for and on 
behalf of OCOSC: 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Name of signatory: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Date: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Time: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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	See the OCOSC Referral Flowchart: What to do if you suspect specific abuse in Appendix 3.
	3.4 What to do if you have concerns about non-specific abuse

	Sometimes it is possible to become concerned about a child without any specific incident having occurred.  This can be a vital time in alerting relevant people to the pre-disposing factors which could lead to child abuse if not identified early enough...
	If it is decided that a referral is not necessary but you still have concerns, or if you need assistance in relation to whether a referral should be made or not, it is possible to contact Social Care and ask for a consultation with a Social Worker wit...
	See the OCOSC Referral Flowchart: What to do if you have concerns about non-specific abuse in Appendix 4.
	3.5    Historical Abuse

	4 MAKING A REFERRAL / CONTACTS
	4.1 First Response
	 All referrals to First Response should be made on Tel: 0117 903 6444. (Follow up telephone referrals with a written report using the OCOSC Chid Protection Incident Report in Appendix 7 within 48 hours).
	 Calls to First Response may result in a direct referral to Social Care, a specific Social Work Team or to Families in Focus and/or advice and guidance being given about services to help families.

	4.2 Social Care
	4.3 Other Agencies
	 Disabled Children Team (all Bristol) - Tel: 0117 9038250.
	 Email (all Bristol): childprotection@bristol.gov.uk.
	 Police:  Non emergency – Tel: 101  Emergency – Tel: 999.

	4.4 For Staff Allegations
	4.5 Support and Advice
	 Childline -Tel: 0800 1111 (open 24 hours).


	5 RECORDING REFERRALS / ACTION
	5.1 Procedure

	You must carefully note the details of any disclosure in writing using the designated OCOSC Disclosure Report (see Appendix 8).  It is important that you record as accurately as possible any words used by the child and or relevant person making the di...
	Following a referral, you (or the Child Protection Officer where more appropriate) must follow up your telephone call with a written report (using the designated OCOSC Child Protection Incident Report – see Appendix 7) within 48 hours of making a refe...
	If the child is on a Supported Day Care Placement (the details of which will be recorded on the child’s OCOSC Registration Form) it may also be necessary (if requested) to provide the child’s Supported Day Care Placement Officer with a copy of the wri...
	It is important to follow-up any referral made if you do not hear anything after 3 days from the date you made the referral.
	5.2 If no referral is required

	6 GOOD PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES
	OCOSC Staff will take action in line with the following guidance and procedures:
	Where there are concerns about the welfare of a disabled child, they should be acted on in accordance with this policy in the same way as with any other child: www.everychildmatters.gov.uk/safeguarding.
	7 WHAT TO DO IF ALLEGATIONS ARE MADE AGAINST OCOSC STAFF OR IF CHILD ABUSE IS SUSPECTED OF AN OCOSC STAFF MEMBER / PERSONS DESIGNATED FOR CHILD PROTECTION
	7.1 Allegations against OCOSC Staff members

	There is no guaranteed way to identify a person who will harm children. However, there are possible warning signs. These might include:
	There may be other sources of concern – this is not a conclusive list. If you are concerned about another OCOSC Staff member, you need to inform the OCOSC Child Protection Officer.
	If it appears that a member of OCOSC Staff has:
	7.2 Allegations against any persons designated for child protection

	If it appears that any persons designated for child protection has:
	7.3 Social Services / The Police

	8 USE OF MOBILE PHONES, CAMERAS AND RECORDING DEVICES
	OCOSC is aware of the risks associated with the use of mobile phones and cameras in settings. The use of personal mobile phones, cameras and recording devices by OCOSC Staff whilst on duty or whilst on OCOSC premises is strictly prohibited in accordan...
	OCOSC provide key staff members with company mobile phones to use whilst on outings with the children that do have camera facilities on them.  OCOSC also provides staff with cameras for taking photos of children as necessary to document their child's ...
	9 DESIGNATED PERSONS FOR CHILD PROTECTION
	Director responsible for child protection:  Graham Thompson

	Child Protection Officer:    Sheila Phillips (OCOSC Manager)
	Deputy Child Protection Officer:  Katrina Curtis (Deputy Manager)
	You can contact any of the OCOSC Directors by contacting the OCOSC Emergency Mobile Number: 07747 650 611.
	10 RECORD KEEPING AND CONFIDENTIALITY
	Any member of staff or volunteer receiving a disclosure of abuse, or noticing possible abuse, must make an accurate record as soon as possible noting what was said or seen, putting the event into context, and giving  the date, time and location.  All ...
	11 RECRUITMENT
	This policy is supported by the OCOSC Equal Opportunities and Diversity Policy and the OCOSC Recruitment Policy.   All offers of employment will be conditional upon all pre-employment checks having been satisfactorily completed, i.e.:

	Where concerning information emerges from any of these checks, such as (i) the DBS disclosure or barring checks show that s/he is barred from working with children; (ii) the candidate has provided false information; (iii) the candidate’s disqualificat...
	Failure to follow up on such concerns may well result in the person concerned seeking employment with children elsewhere, where it is perceived that less rigorous recruitment practice is applied.
	The selection and interview procedure of OCOSC will be adhered to.  This will include an interview, a full check of a candidate’s employment history, qualifications and identity checks.
	OCOSC is required to meet all of its responsibilities under the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 which includes a duty to make a referral to the DBS where a member of OCOSC Staff is dismissed (or would have been had the person not left the sett...
	12 PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
	13 TRAINING
	OCOSC Staff will be given child protection briefing as part of their induction.
	In accordance with EYFS requirements, OCOSC’s will aim to ensure that all staff are given child protection training to level 2 and the Child Protection Officer and his or her deputy are trained to level 3 standard.
	The Child Protection Officer and his or her deputy will receive appropriate training and attend an inter-agency child protection course every 2 years.
	All other staff and volunteers will receive appropriate training on a regular basis, at least every 3 years.  There will be an annual update for all staff to keep practices updated, run by senior members of the OCOSC team.
	14 RESPONSIBILITY FOR CARING FOR CHILDREN ON THE CHILD PROTECTION REGISTER / SUPPORTED DAY CARE SCHEME
	OCOSC Staff will be aware of any children who are on the Child Protection Register / placed with the OCOSC under a Support Day Care Scheme and will be extra vigilant.  If a child on the Child Protection Register or Support Day Care Placement does not ...
	The OCOSC recognises that prompt action needs to be taken in all instances in which child abuse has been discovered or is strongly suspected.  Delay can be dangerous.  Speedy action can bring about rapid protection for the child.
	15 THE ROLE OF THE DIRECTORS
	The Child Protection Officer and/or deputy (as appropriate) should provide an annual report for the Directors on:
	16 OTHER MEASURES
	The work of OCOSC is always planned in ways that minimise the risks to children e.g. physical layout and surroundings, clear roles for everyone, supervising people involved with OCOSC.   Concerns about children’s welfare will always be taken very seri...
	17 COLLECTION OF CHILDREN
	OCOSC Staff will remain in the relevant OCOSC premises with a child if he/she is not collected at the end of the session at 6 p.m. After phone calls to parents/carers, staff will then phone emergency numbers.  If the child/ren have still not been coll...
	18 FURTHER INFORMATION
	19 REVIEW
	This policy will be reviewed on an annual basis, and updated where appropriate.
	Children’s safety and wellbeing is a core value of OCOSC.
	(i) WHAT TO DO IN AN EMERGENCY
	If the child needs immediate medical attention, you may need to:
	call an ambulance (dial 999);
	call a doctor/ask a doctor to visit;
	ask the child’s a parent/carer to take the child to hospital/a doctor at once;
	offer to/take the child to a hospital/a doctor yourself
	NB. You must contact/involve the child’s parent/carer as soon as practicable (where appropriate)
	would put you or the child at risk
	Feedback to referrer on next  course of action
	First Response will make a direct referral to Social Care, a specific Social Work Team or to Families in Focus and/or give advice and guidance about services to help families

	You (or the Child Protection Officer as directed) must make immediate contact with First Response on: 0117 903 6444, following up in writing within 48 hours
	It may be necessary to meet with relevant agencies (as appropriate) to agree a plan for ensuring the child’s future safety and welfare. You must record all decisions
	You must report the abuse to the Child Protection Officer
	You have made a decision that emergency action may be necessary to safeguard a child
	APPENDIX 2
	WHAT TO DO IF A CHILD / YOUNG PERSON DISCLOSES ABUSE
	
	First Response may make a direct referral to Social Care, a specific Social Work Team or to Families in Focus and/or give advice and guidance about the services to help families
	APPENDIX 3
	WHAT TO DO IF YOU SUSPECT SPECIFIC ADVICE
	First Response may make a direct referral to Social Care, a specific Social Work Team or to Families in Focus and/or give advice and guidance about the services to help families
	APPENDIX 4
	WHAT TO DO IF YOU HAVE CONCERNS ABOUT NON-SPECIFIC ABUSE
	FFirst Response may make a direct referral to Social Care, a specific Social Work Team or to Families in Focus and/or give advice and guidance about services to help families
	APPENDIX 5
	Guidance on possible signs of child abuse issued by Social Care / Early Years
	APPENDIX 6
	OCOSC Child Protection Code of Conduct
	APPENDIX 7
	OCOSC CHILD PROTECTION INCIDENT RECORD
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